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I’m sure there’s a lot of people like that. The world’s been weirder
than usual and there’s more reasons to hide. And it’s easier because we are all wearing masks and standing apart.
Maybe you know one. What do you do for someone like that? Send flowers? Send weed? Tell jokes? And that’s only
if you know they’re there. They’re not advertising the fact. What do you do when you don’t know they are there?
Because you know one, at least one. You just don’t know that you do. Defined by their absence, you can still divine
their presence. They used to be around.
I would like to suggest that you be human. Be kind. Say hello. Smile. Be neighbourly. It couldn’t hurt. They look out
of their burrows and see you. See you being nice. Sense you being kind.
Sometimes they go out anyway because they have to: the drug store, the grocery store, the doctor. You might see
Continued on page 3...
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So maybe we didn’t get to fully come out of our cozy caves. Maybe
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issue since we didn’t get to socialize much at all. It’s incrementally

our discomfort with socializing after isolation wasn’t even much of an
better, and for that we can be grateful, but it sure isn’t up to longed-
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for Lund standards of community gatherings! We remain in limbo for
a while longer. Sigh…
All whining aside, welcome to the fall 2021 issue, which does its best
to acknowledge the bonds that hold our community together and,

Writers in this issue:

when you think about it, is really the whole point of the Barnacle’s
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existence. Working to keep the connections strong between us that
make us feel better knowing who’s here with us and some of what
they’re up to. Relating experiences and ways we be that don’t fit the
worldview of separation in all its ugly forms and so may help shift the
conversation and inspire others.
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In order for things to improve, I believe hope needs to be the lens we

Debra Bevaart, Chris Drummond, Wendy Drummond,
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look through as we go about creating a healthy world. Not blind la-laland hope, but the kind that allows us to look deeper and wider and
harder and see the way to do the seemingly impossible. In the words

Cartoon: Prashant Miranda
Crossword: Court Cressy

of Welsh novelist Raymond Williams “To be truly radical is to make
hope possible rather than despair convincing”.
There’s a lot of wonderful things in these 40 pages. I hope you enjoy
this issue and the beautiful autumn. The torrential rain maybe not so
much.

Publication Schedule and Distribution
The Lund Barnacle is published quarterly in winter (January),
spring (April), summer (July), and fall (October), and is available
for sale at the following locations: Stock Pile Market/Lund Store,
Nancy’s Bakery, and Ecossentials. It also can be read at the
Powell River Public Library and is available online at the Lund
Community Society website:

-- Sandy

In respect and gratitude, we recognize that this publication was
created on the traditional homelands of the Tla'amin Nation and
Coast Salish People.

https://www.lundcommunity.com/barnacle

We sincerely appreciate the support of our advertisers and
encourage readers to support our local businesses.

Editorial Policy
Our policy is to print what people submit in their own words as
much as possible, respecting the paper’s purpose to provide a
forum for expression of ideas on topics of interest to Lund
community members. We reserve the right to edit for clarity,
length, and sensitivity. Articles submitted will be included based
on available space and compatibility. Opinions expressed or
implied in articles and stories are those of the authors and not the
editors of the Barnacle or Board members of the Lund Community
Society.

**We invoice annually for advertising, unless alternate
arrangements are made. Invoices will be sent out after the fall
issue 2021.**
Advertising Rates
Business Card Size: $10.00
Double Business Card & 1/6 Page Size : $20.00
Quarter Page: $30.00
Send to: barnacleadvertising@twincomm.ca

Signed submissions are welcome in the form of articles, stories,
news items, letters to the editor, graphics, and photographs. Send
to: barnacle.articles@gmail.com

Next edition is January 2022
Deadline for submissions is January 10, 2022;
but reservations for article space are needed in advance and ads
need to be submitted by the fifth of the month.

All proceeds from sales and advertising go to the Lund
Community Society, a non-profit organization providing
community services and programs to Lund and the region. The
editorial staff of the Barnacle are volunteers, as are the Board of the
Lund Community Society. No editor, contributor, or member of
the Board receives a salary or wages.
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them taking their recycling to the depot or getting their mail at the post office. That quick glimpse of them
unloading their car or unlocking their box and then glancing up - that could be someone’s only human contact for
the day.
They might frown at you, assume you are laughing at them or scoffing at them or looking down on them. They
might give you a horrid grimace.
Be neighbourly. Smile. Say hello. Be kind. Be human. If you are to be the one person with whom they will interact
that day, or that week, they (and you) could stand for it to be a good interaction.
Hope that others will do the same for you when it’s your turn. One good turn deserves another. Wear a gentle face.
Someone some day will wear one for you. No need to fake it. Actually be gentle. Do small good, secret good,
unknown good.
Back in their secret home, under their cloud, they will remember that moment. They will take it out and turn it over
and look at it. It will be a ray of sustenance, a prism of humanity in a dark and blinded room. Remember that it can
be better, that it has been better, and it might get better again.
Do that, and you also get a lift. Do that, and you become a mini hero. Be the one. Be the one to do that. You can. Do
that.

H. MACLEOD CONSTRUCTION
BUILDER / RED SEAL CARPENTER / INTER-PROVINCIAL
DESIGN – BUILD / ENGINEERING / 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE
NEW BUILD • RENOVATIONS • POST & BEAM • FINE FINISHING • KITCHENS • BATHROOMS • TILE

Will supply local REFERENCES upon Request • We will work the Islands or live-on
dr.macleod77@gmail.com • carpenter.tad77777@gmail.com

Tad 604.932.7841 • PO BOX 337 LUND BC • 604-414-0077 • 604.698.6936

SPCA Fundraiser
for pets in low-income households
Donations of clean refundable bottles & cans can be left at 2309 Hwy
101 in support of the SPCA spay/neuter program.

Call or e-mail Audrey:
604-483-3506 or spaytoday@xplornet.ca
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Lund Community Society Update
Alanna Graham
Since the last Barnacle, the Lund Community Society (LCS) has met twice: once for a general meeting on September
21, and once for an Annual General Meeting on October 1. Before this issue comes out, we will meet again on
October 19.
We are busy. Programs for our younger kids are especially flourishing: Puddle Jumpers Preschool, the new daycare,
and Playgroup are all doing well, and visits by the ORCA Bus are now regular again. Other programs, like Bike Lund
and the Barnacle, are also successful. The Goodwill Committee sends out cards and prepares welcome-to-Lund gift
packages. Our hopes and plans for a much-expanded Community Centre continue to move along. A very successful
membership drive was led by Charlie Latimer, with a beautiful poster that plastered the village and went out on
social media, and easily accessible places to sign up, like the post office, were available.
Our AGM had a good turnout of thirty community members. Due to COVID, we had to cancel the potluck dinner,
although there was hot cider and a huge layer cake! We heard and approved the treasurer’s report for 2020, then
heard reports for 2020 from all our programs. Patrick Brabazon delivered a report from qathet Regional District.
Finally, we elected the new board of directors. Board positions will be decided at our October 19 meeting.
Our Society meetings are at 7:00 pm on the third Tuesday of every month with the exception of July, August, and
December. The next meeting is November 16. Hope to see you there.
Check out our website at lundcommunity.com for more information.

“FROM WOODS TO GOODS”

Rare Earth
Pottery

Everything from foundations
to finish carpentry

Hand Made Wood-Fired
and Raku Pottery

EVERGREEN WOODWORKS

Ron Robb and
Jan Lovewell

Miles Metz

To visit our studio,
please call ahead

Journeyman Carpenter
Insured & Licensed
35 years experience

604-483-4806

9644 Quarry Place

250.797.9001 or 604.414.0604
blackforest89.mm@gmail.com

Lund BC
rareearthpottery.ca
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What’s Happening in Lund?
Most Lund businesses are open! although not the Lund Resort Hotel (now called The Village at Klah ah men) or
the 101 Bar & Grill (closed for the winter) due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its effects. The Stockpile
Market is closed on Sundays and open Monday to Saturday from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm. Check all the business ads in
this issue and their websites for more info.
One thing that is happening partly as an effect of the pandemic, and not just in Lund, is a shortage of employees.
This causes some businesses to have to shorten their hours. Sorry about that. Anyone looking for a job?
At Tidal Art Centre
Artist in Residence for October: William Phillips - illustrator, oil painter, muralist, tech developer in VR (Virtual
Reality) and AR (Augmented Reality). He will also have a show at the end of his residency.
Workshops with Megan Cole
• October 16 and 17: Writing our Stories memoir writing
• November 20: Food Writing (includes materials and a meal)
Clay Classes with Shivaun Gingras
• November 6/7 – December 11: six-week sessions of wheel throwing - beginner 1, 2, and Open Studio
Life Drawing – drop-in every second Tuesday $10 each
Contact us at info@tidalartcentre.com or (604) 414-5954 for more information.
At Northside Community Recreation Centre (NCRC)
Playgroup – Mondays 10:00 – noon
A great way to get out, meet other parents, and let your babies and toddlers play together. We mostly meet
inside and there is extra hand and toy washing, and sanitation in line with current COVID guidelines. We
ask $1.00 donation as drop-in fee to cover costs and supplies. Call Ria at (604) 414-0383 or email Esther at
terpomter@hotmail.fr.
Puddle Jumpers Preschool – Tuesdays and Thursdays 9:00 am - 1:00 pm for kids aged 2.5 – 5.
There is also a new licensed daycare after Preschool on Tuesdays and Thursdays 1:15 – 5:00 pm and on
Wednesdays from 9:00 am - 5:00 pm.
See page 17 for more information on both programs.
ORCA Bus – Monday November 1, November 22, and December 6 from 10 a.m. to noon with
SD47’s StrongStart drop-in program for preschool children ages 0 - 5 and their caregivers.
A new We Love Lund drop-in program will start Wednesday October 27, also 10 a.m. to noon. This program
is for ages 0 - 6 with their caregivers and will be at Klah ah men Gazebo Park on alternate months. See page
19 for more information.
Tai Chi – Saturdays 9:30–11:00 am - outside in the back covered area or on the playing field
Lund Community Society General Meetings – Next meeting is November 16 at 7:00 pm.
Meetings are on the third Tuesday of every month except July, August, and December. Everyone is
welcome. Any COVID protocols necessary at the time will be in place.
See Lund Community Society Update on page 4 for more details.
Halloween Party - Join your Northside Volunteer Fire Department at Craig Park, 6:30 – 8:00 pm, on October 31.
Free treats, hot dogs, bonfire, and fire truck displays. All Northside residents are welcome! Trick or treat in
the Haunted Forest. Bring a jack-o-lantern if you can.
*******
If you have an event that you would like to announce, please contact the Barnacle at barnacle.articles@gmail.com.
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Lund Recycling Depot

(Next to the Lund Fire Hall Larson Road)
Regular hours (September - June)
Wednesday - Saturday
10:00 am - 4:30 pm
Summer hours (Canada Day - Labour Day)
Thursday - Monday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Closed Statutory Holidays
Thank you for recycling!

To book events at the Northside Community
Recreation Centre, contact Niki at (604) 483-2353.
For events at the Klah Ah Men Lund Gazebo
Regional Park, call qRD Operational Services Clerk
Caroline Visser at (604) 487-1380.

Fall Lund Bus Schedule (Route 14) – Fare: $2.25†

Tuesday and Friday
Leave Lund: (Mile 0 Marker)
Leave Town Centre Mall (North End)
BC Transit requires the use of face masks.

9:41 am
8:50 am

4:10 pm
3:25 pm

† Children 12 and under ride free on BC Transit, however children five and
under must travel with an attendant over 12 years old.

Other information:
Connection through to Saltery Bay Terminal available Tuesday and Friday.*
Did you know that pick up and drop off service is available upon request?*
Download current Rider’s Guide for details: https://bctransit.com/powell-river/schedules-and-maps/riders-guide+
* Some conditions apply
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Public Washrooms Coming Soon to
Village of Klah ah men
Nanette Kapitan
Director of Finance, Tla’amin Management Services
As was reported in the summer issue of the Barnacle, trying to manage the 2021 tourist season without public
washroom facilities in downtown Lund on top of all else that was happening at the time was more than
challenging. All the businesses got together in the spring to discuss possible solutions and agreed that any solution
would be a cost-sharing effort to support their customers. As Director of Finance for Tla’amin Management
Services, I suggested that we may be able to assist by accessing government funding. In the meantime, Nancy
(Nancy’s Bakery) arranged porta potties for the summer peak season and all the businesses split the bill.
After receiving approval from the Tla’amin Operating Board, I worked with a grant-writing company for the next
six months to acquire funding for the project. I am happy to finally announce that we received approval for the
remaining portion of grant funds required to build a public washroom facility!
Next steps for the project will include working with Dylan Parsons from WINMAR Property Restoration
Specialists on the final concept design and scheduling the work to be completed prior to the 2022 season. Tla’amin
has appreciated the professional commitment so far from all the Lund businesses and will work on a budget to cost
share the initiative as was done during the summer.

This has been a serious need in Lund for a long time. We are very happy that a solution has finally been found.

Open Daily 7am - 3pm
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qathet Regional District Update
Patrick Brabazon, Director, Area A
qathet Regional Board Chairman

Patrick Brabazon
Director, Area “A”
pbrabazon@qathet.ca

Questions?
Comments?
Give me a call!

If at first you don’t succeed . . . The annual meeting of the
Union of BC Municipalities provides an opportunity to
meet with provincial cabinet ministers and make a pitch for
local concerns. This September, qRD and Powell River met
with three of them with specific requests, one simple, one
more involved, and one very complex.

The request to Minister Conroy was to have a public
presentation to qRD explaining the government policy on
the use of pesticides in forestry operations. Specifically,
Cell
604-414-5673
when are they used and why? What alternatives are
www.powellriverrd.bc.ca
rejected? This is a new request for Ministry Conroy, and we
are pleased to say that she agreed. We expect to receive this presentation this winter.
#202-4675 Marine Avenue
Powell River, BC V8A 2L2

Not a new request and concern is the matter of lack of good, high-speed internet service in rural areas. To Minister
Beare, we stressed the importance of this connection and the economic and social penalties incurred by the lack of it.
This is not new, but the Connected Coast project at last provides a real promise of success if only senior
governments make serious commitments to funding that “last mile.”
Now, one more time. For Minister Fleming, the subject was a bus to Vancouver. Here’s the request as made:
1. Directing BC Transit to prepare a route cost analysis for consideration by the Town of Gibsons, District
of Sechelt, Sunshine Coast Regional District, shíshálh Nation, Tla’amin Nation, City of Powell River, and
qathet Regional District.
2. Directing BC Transit to provide and maintain management of the service, including scheduling.
3. Directing BC Ferries to provide sailing times on the Langdale to Horseshoe Bay route that line up with
the Saltery Bay and Earls Cove route.
4. Directing BC Ferries to provide guaranteed shuttle boarding from Saltery Bay to Earls Cove and
Langdale to Horseshoe Bay on all applicable routes.
Complex? Certainly, especially with all those players but we are united in the need for some service and at last all
the components are talking to each other. Onward . . .
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Let’s Talk Trash
Ingalisa Burns, of the
Let’s Talk Trash team

Nature’s Wonderfully Harsh Truths
At some point in our journey, humanity fell out of step with the true pace of nature. We could hazard to blame our
glowing screens, gas-powered motors, or the entire industrial complex, but whatever the cause, most of us find
ourselves at odds with nature’s slowness at some point. We may buy fast foods, succumb to fad diets, and blast
plants with growth stimulants in hopes of saving time – that oh-so-elusive commodity. What might happen if we
allowed ourselves to tune back into the seasons, the stages of our food’s growth, or the amount of time it takes to
create the things we casually pick up on the way home from
work?
By living out of the rhythm of the seasons, we disconnect
from the gifts of each turn of the wheel. What if, as the light
began to wane, we let it? Lighting only candles and hearths
instead of lamps and screens. What stories, fun, and
deepening connections might emerge amidst a more natural
glow? Would we find a new simplicity that is deeply
satisfying? Fall would be the time to exhale after the busyness of summer’s food production and late sunset swims.
Winter could see us hibernating with our library, food
pantries, and indoor repair projects. Spring buds would pull
us back outside earlier and for longer - working off the
sedentary layer of winter from our bodies.
In the natural world, we find that everything benefits from a
rest. Rather than a neon-lit 24/7 drive-through, nature, at
least in the pacific northwest, shuts down for a season.
Blossoms drop, plants go dormant, and the waters chill. This
may feel harsh to the untrained eye, but it all serves later
resilience and abundance. Without the cold, insects and
bacteria could become overly abundant. Without fallow
seasons, nutrients would be stripped from the garden faster
than they could be replaced. Humans, being a part of nature,
are not so different. While we’re capable of burning our
candle at both ends, we eventually find the flames meeting
in the middle.
The colder months can remind us to embrace the challenges
of being human. We develop fortitude by not sheltering
Photo courtesy Brian Voth
ourselves too much from stark days. Staying cozy and
hunkering down with a squash soup is a great idea, but so
too is a wintery walk – or even a cold-water plunge if we dare. Life certainly doesn’t offer us only sunny days, so
exposure to all kinds of weather can deepen our ability to face all manner of life’s storms. By unshackling from our
cocoon of comfort, we are inevitably invited to reconnect with our inner strength. Rather than purchasing our way
to confidence with new outfits and impressive gadgets, we might lose some of our hunger for them.
The natural way allows for pauses amidst the required work. Observe how an eagle builds a nest, or a bear prepares
Continued on page 11...
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Continued from page 10...

all summer for winter’s sleep. Regardless of the season, the natural order of things often reflects the need for
patience and determination. What if our buying habits reflected these qualities as well? We would likely break out
the plastic cards less, invest in better quality goods when we did, and consider making things ourselves because we
had developed the patience to learn and create.
Sometimes we forget the stubbornly slow pace of nature and, in so doing, end up over-extracting from her. Life in
the fast lane is never without its price - it just might be paid by a future generation. By succumbing to the craving of
sensationalism and stimulation, we inevitably over-consume. This leads to an indebtedness that extends beyond
any bank account. There is always a cost to gluttony.
Living in harmony with the natural world requires tuning into it. Without an awareness of the slowness and
harshness of mother earth, we run the risk of imagining life should only offer quick fixes and comfort.
The truth is, we need a lot less “stuff” than we might imagine. Once we have cultivated a comfortability with the
natural pace of life, we might find that what grows from it is satisfying enough. By unplugging from jacked-up
forms of entertainment and consumption, we can embrace the joy of hard work and make room for the guilt-free
moments of calm offered in nature’s playground.
Let’s Talk Trash is the qathet Regional District’s Waste Reduction Program. Tap into this community resource at
LetsTalkTrash.ca. Contact: info@LetsTalkTrash.ca or 604 485 2260 (ext. 308).

Lund Water Taxi
604-483-9749

Reservations Required
Over 30 years providing total coastal service
Operating year round
Discover Beautiful Savary Island

Lund Harbour Authority

Haul-outs to 50 tons
Dry land boat storage to 30 tons
D.I.Y. Boat yard with on-site supply store

PO BOX 78
Lund BC
V0N 2G0

Paege Maltais

Finn Bay, Lund, B.C.
www.jacksboatyard.ca • 604-483-3566

VHF Radio Channel 73
Tel 604 483-4711

Harbour Manager
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Paramedic Perspective
Brian Bomprezzi
Community Paramedic

Shortness of Breath
As a community paramedic, people ask me if I still respond to emergency 9-1-1 calls. The short answer is yes. If I am
on shift and I’m the closest paramedic, or if both community ambulances are already busy with emergency calls,
then I am dispatched to the emergency.
Here is what it is like to respond to a shortness of breath call as a paramedic:
My telephone rings and my laptop simultaneously chimes. As I pick up my phone, I see the words “provincial
dispatch,” and I know it is an emergency call.
“Hi Brian, this is provincial dispatch. Victoria is requesting you attend a call for a 65-year-old male with COPD who
is having difficulty breathing as you are the closest unit to the call.” COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease) includes chronic bronchitis and chronic emphysema.
I say I am on it, open my laptop, and click enroute to the call so dispatch knows I’m on my way. I jump into my
community paramedic vehicle and turn on my radio for any call updates from dispatch.
As I’m driving to the scene, I’m thinking about what the road conditions are like and what could be causing the
shortness of breath. I’ve been told the person has a history of COPD, but that might not be the cause of this episode.
I run through potential causes: anaphylactic reaction, congestive heart failure, some type of inhalation injury,
pneumonia, anxiety, flu, COVID-19, or a partial airway obstruction.
As I near the scene, I think about the location. Is it in an area that is well marked? Is there easy-to-navigate access or
a driveway? Can I drive and park at the residence, or do I need to leave my vehicle on the road and walk in with my
equipment?
Continued on page 13...

Ecossentials is Powell River’s only sales outlet for Lund Barnacle
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and it’s your one stop shop for local and organic foods
Visit Picked: A collective of beautiful, inspiring wares.
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Your Local Market
In store self serve (bring your own container BYOC)
or order online at ecossentials.ca with next day pick
up at the store or home delivery
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Tuesday-Saturday 11 am - 5 pm
6812 Alberni St @ Marine
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When I arrive, I push the arrived button on my laptop and then grab my gear and head for the front door. If
someone else is home other than the patient and answers the door, I will quickly ask them to take me to the person
who needs help. As we walk, I’ll start gathering information on what’s happened. I will ask for the patient’s name,
their history, their medications, and if there are any recent changes. Any allergies? What were they doing when the
shortness of breath started? What have they done since it started? I will also request the patient’s care card.
Upon entering the room, I will introduce myself to the patient and observe their appearance. Are they sitting leaned
forward with their hands on their knees (this is called “tripoding”)? Are they sweaty? Do they look exhausted?
What is their rate and depth of breathing? Are they talking in one-word sentences or are they talking in full
sentences?
I open my kit and pull out the oxygen saturation monitor, blood pressure cuff, and thermometer and check their
blood oxygen level, blood pressure, and temperature. I listen to their chest with my stethoscope to see if I hear
wheezing or crackles. I discuss the use of the pursed lip breathing technique to help them breathe better.
If salbutamol, a medication that can help open the airways, and the oxygen don’t work, then I might consider using
a bag valve mask with a PEEP valve (PEEP stands for positive end expiratory pressure).
If the patient feels relief, I will continue with the treatment or switch them to a CPAP (continuous positive airway
pressure). That is a headset/mask with a PEEP valve built into it, so I can keep my hands free and continue to
monitor vitals, call for updates on when the ambulance will arrive, and work on charting. If the patient is still
having trouble breathing and has a history of asthma, I will consider giving an injection of epinephrine, a
medication that can keep the airways open during a severe asthma attack or allergic reaction.
Before some of these skills can be used, I will need to call a paramedic specialist. Paramedic specialists are licensed
as advanced care and critical care paramedics and receive additional training for their roles. They provide on-scene
technical support for high-risk situations and mass and complex patient events, and they also consult with other
paramedics by phone. When I speak to the paramedic specialist, I discuss the patient’s condition and get their
clearance to use certain treatments.
When the ambulance arrives, I update the crew about the patient’s condition and the interventions I’ve performed.
Then I will either hand the patient over to the crew for transport or I will continue to look after the patient all the
way to the hospital.
Once I’m in the back of the ambulance, we continue to
reassess the patient’s vital signs and ask them how they
are feeling to make sure there aren’t any negative
changes to their condition. Prior to arriving at the
hospital, we call the emergency department and give
them a quick report about the patient so they can get
ready for our arrival.

TWINCOMM Internet

Connecting Lund, Savary and surrounding areas

TWINCOMM
Internet
TWINCOMM
Internet
Connecting Lund, Savary and surrounding areas
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When the patient is registered in the emergency
department, we complete our charting and speak to the
nurses and physician. After that, we clean and restock
our equipment, clear the call, and wait for the next
emergency call to come in.
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For more information:
For more information:
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WILDWOOD
public house
CRAFT BEER • PIZZA • SPECIALS
* Eat in or Take out & Off sales*
Indoor and outdoor service
Air conditioned
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Baking for your birthdays, celebrations andnichemarketdesign.ca
freezers.
Christmas Baking, Panetonne, Tasty Stollen,
amazing Fruitcakes, and NEW this year –
Steamed Plum Puddings.
Our breads can be found at Andtbaka Farm Store.
Contact us to browse through our baking Christmas menu.
No contact delivery is available and encouraged.
Bake, drop & knock for you!

Cottage Creek Bake Shop
Voted BEST in Powell River 2021
Over 9 years serving the community
cottagecreek@telus.net • 604-414-0616
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From the Office of Our Member of Parliament
Drewen Young
Constituency Assistant
Powell River Community Office
The 2021 federal election, dubbed “the one no one wanted”, is now behind us.
On September 20, Rachel Blaney was re-elected Member of Parliament for the
North Island – Powell River riding and with that news the election signs
quietly came down and everyone got back to work.
At MP Blaney’s constituency office we help public members with a host of
problems and issues. We consult with the appropriate government ministries
and convey answers to questions posed by constituents.
One of the resources provided to constituency assistants is the Library of
Parliament in Ottawa. The library is the main information repository and
research resource for the Parliament of Canada. The building that houses the
library is considered an architectural marvel, but the Library of Parliament is
more than just an incredible building, it is also a knowledge centre where a
diverse and committed team of employees plays a critical role in supporting
our parliamentary democracy.
Several times a week our office emails questions to the Parliament Librarians.
The information they provide is intended for reference purposes only as it is
not within the Library of Parliament’s mandate to provide legal advice or
interpretation.
We have found definitive answers (given below in parentheses) to questions such as:
•

Who is allowed to collect Social Insurance Numbers? (The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of
Canada’s website provides information on various privacy topics, among these is a section dedicated to
the appropriate use of SIN.)

•

How to get a stretch of marine waterway restricted to small vessel use only. (The Vessel Operation
Restriction Regulations VORR allow any level of government to ask the federal government to restrict
the use of either pleasure craft or commercial vessels on all bodies of water in Canada.)

•

Does the government offer medals for Veterans who have served, were responsible for the safety of
others and who have returned home with their unit intact? (We have found no mention of an existing
medal with the specific criteria requested. Our search yielded no results of a proposal for such a medal in
past sessions from the 35th Parliament (1994) to the present.)

•

What is Transport Canada’s legal requirements for publicly posted notices of applications to install
or build a work in a marine environment? (Under the Canadian Navigable Waters Act (CNWA), owners
of works who propose to construct, place, alter, rebuild, remove, or decommission works that are in, on,
over, under, through or across any navigable water may be required to apply for an approval to
Transport Canada, or seek authorization through the public resolution process.)

Questions to the Parliament Librarians, help with petitions, issues with your Guaranteed Income Supplement,
problems with housing or concerns about climate change? Ask for help - MP Rachel Blaney’s constituency office
is located at 4697 Marine Avenue in Westview. We can be reached at 604-489-2286 and our office hours are
Tuesday through Thursdays from 10:00 am to 3:30 pm. If you are interested in learning more about the Library
of Parliament, visit lop.parl.ca.
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Puddle Jumpers Preschool
Alisha Van Belle
Puddle Jumpers started this fall with a few new faces and a few old faces. It started out rather slowly, due to a head
cold that reduced our numbers drastically. But that’s good, right? Parents doing the right thing and keeping kids
home and children building up immune systems.
We are just starting to become a group now. Once all
the toys have been examined, the play yard explored,
and the new kids checked out, we start to fall into the
rhythm of our days. The weather has been so rainy, but
these kids have the right gear and don’t mind it. I am
starting to see what interests each child. We have seven
right now...more are coming. The children from last
year already have a play bond. It is so good to see them
caring for each other.
We have been exploring our families and ourselves
with stories and pictures of our own families. We have
talked about safety rules and went to see the fire trucks
and firefighters at Craig Road fire hall. The fire hose is
always the highlight of that field trip. Now we are
exploring the fall season: harvest, bears, hibernation,
migration, and leaves that are falling all around us.

Next will be Halloween, everyone’s favorite, where we can wear
costumes and have a little party.
It is so magical to see their excitement in exploring new things, skills, experiences, and relationships. It still is
different than usual; so much more cleaning, less family connections, meetings, and work parties, and a few less
field trips as we try to navigate our world with COVID in it. Yet, it is full of what matters: joy, laughter, friendship,
and support.
Photos courtesy Puddle Jumpers Preschool

Continued on page 17...
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We are still trying to support all Lund families with a contactless clothing exchange out the back of the NCRC
building. Our little group has done wonders with our play yards which can be enjoyed by all. We hope to
improve our yard with a mud kitchen soon and a new/used sanitizer for the kitchen. We LOVE our new covered
area which allows us to play with a greater variety of toys outside in bad weather. If anyone has a bird feeder, we
would love to put it in the tree in
front of the play yard.
The Puddle Jumpers are collecting
awesome prizes for this year's
raffle. Tickets should be available
for sale by the end of November.
We have also expanded our
childcare offerings with a new
licensed daycare, utilizing the same
space as our beloved Preschool. The
daycare operates Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons (after
Preschool) and on Wednesdays
from 9-4. We have some more
spaces available, especially in the
2.5-5-year age bracket. If you need
more information about preschool
or daycare, call Alisha at (604)
414-0091.
Photos courtesy Puddle Jumpers Preschool
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Children’s Clothing Exchange
Alisha Van Belle
We want to remind people that we have a contactless children's clothing exchange at the back under the
covered area at the NCRC. Sizes range from infant to teen. We take children’s’ clothing only and we only
want gently used clothing that is in good repair with no rips or stains. We’re not taking adult clothing at
all at this time. The bins are pretty full but please try to place donations in the correct bin. We also want to
extend a welcome to anyone who has children to clothe to look through the bins and help yourself.
We are looking for a volunteer to help cull out clothing to give to thrift stores and make sure the right things
are in the right bin. If it sounds like a job for you call Alisha (604) 414-0091.
We also take good condition baby items like carriers, high quality toys, bassinets, etc. but not car seats, cribs,
or highchairs. Right now, we are looking for donations of coats, winter boots, rubber boots, and kids’ rain
gear.
Our dream is to one day have a free store, but one thing at a time.

We Love Lund! That’s All There is to it!
Jenny Craig
Program and Outreach Manager ORCA Bus
The ORCA Bus visited Lund in
August with stops at the Klah ah
men Gazebo Park and Tidal Art

Centre. We had fun smashing blackberries with
Myfanwy from LIFT's Family Place, making murals,
and learning pottery with Shivaun Gingras from
Wildwood Pottery. Thank you,
Nancy Jeakins, for inviting us! We
also listened to the book launch of
Adventures of Wren Elderflower by
Maya Voon and artist Megan
Dulcie Dill, read by Bethany from
Family Place.
This fall, the ORCA Bus will be
back in Lund every month with free
drop-in programs for caregivers
and children ages newborn to six.
Remember to dress for the weather
as programs are still outdoors due
to COVID-19.
Find us at the Northside
Community Recreation Centre
(NCRC) on November 1, November
22, and December 6 from 10 a.m. to
noon with SD47’s StrongStart
program. We had a great time on
September 14 and October 4 --

Photo courtesy Jenny Craig

Continued on page 19...
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thanks to everyone who came out and to Niki for having us. StrongStart's drop-in program is for preschool children
ages 0-5 and their caregivers. Facilitator Kristal is so excited to see you and play and learn together outside.
We also have the new WE LOVE LUND drop-in program starting October 27, from 10:00 a.m. to noon at the NCRC
with Lisa Heavenor from PacificCARE and ORCA Coordinator Jenny Craig (me!). This program is for ages 0-6 with
their caregivers and will be at Klah ah men Gazebo Park on alternate months.Lisa and I thank the community for
having us. “We want to get to know Lund families and see what is emerging and where we fit in the design.” Hope
to see you there!
Check out the full ORCA Bus schedule online at orcabuspr.ca or follow us on Facebook and Instagram @orcabuspr.
And of course, feel free to email orcabus@unitedwayofpowellriver.ca with your suggestions and ideas.
The ORCA Bus is a partnership between School District 47 and Powell River & District United Way. The bus started
making stops in rural parts of our region in February 2009. Today, it hosts SD47’s Strong Start program and also
provides space to other agencies including Family Place, Youth & Family Services, Tla’amin CDRC, Powell River
Public Library, PacificCARE and more. Thank you partners, volunteers, families, and communities for your
support.
We are also celebrating the art of the “new” ORCA Bus, which marks its two-year anniversary this fall. This living
interactive sculpture is stunning, locally made and designed by Sabrina Upton of Gumboots Studios. Sabrina
wrapped the bus with love for animals and nature to reflect the wildlife of qathet. Come check out the bus and see if
you can find the Lund pier in her design! Sabrina was inspired by the beautiful wildlife, landscape, and community
that also informs her home studio and children’s programs. Thank you, Sabrina, for bringing the ORCA Bus to life.
So come visit us this fall! For the ORCA Bus, Lund isn’t just the end of the road, but a new road trip beginning. We
look forward to having adventures with your amazing families and friends.

CADAM

Fireplace and Stove Centre

Good Service!

604.483.9666
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How in the World Did You End Up in Lund?
Bonnie McMillan Metz
Never Say Never, They Say

van, stacked to the roof with maple slabs that were to
be stored at his mom’s. We made a brief stop in qathet
to visit Miles’ aunts before continuing our journey that
was to take the next month and a half to explore Haida
Gwaii.

“Powell River?”, he asked. “Never!”, she said. “I’d
rather move to Haida Gwaii where I was born.”
My husband, Miles, and I knew we didn’t want to stay
in Cedar, a little community on Vancouver Island, but
where to go was the big question. We lived in an
adorable home there
which we had spent
three years renovating,
and the acreage was a
little piece of paradise.
It was a park-like
setting with a creek
meandering lazily
across the bottom
corner. This little
beauty was surrounded
by roads, providing an
abundance of traffic,
causing far too much
noise, and completely
destroying the
peacefulness. This was
the reason for the move.

I had applied for a job in the Haida Gwaii school
system, and our hope was to find property and get
work so we could move
there. We were both so
excited to be on the
road. Miles had not had
two months off in years
and I was returning to
my birthplace. The
journey to Haida Gwaii
was enjoyable and the
scenery was spectacular.
With a few stopovers to
rest our heads and a
seven-hour ferry ride,
the anticipation grew as
we neared the islands.
The ferry docked. I was
filled with emotion I
didn’t quite understand.
As we connected with
the land and started
along the unknown
winding road headed
towards our
campground, I began to
cry. I was home. I was
where I belonged. Miles
felt it too! It was a
feeling I cannot
accurately describe.

June of 2019 came and
we accepted an offer on
our gem and the
process began. We
packed, made
arrangements for
storage, booked the
moving van, started the
garage sales, reserved a
space at Living Forest
RV Park for when we
returned to the Island,
and booked the ferry
During our stay, we
Bonnie and Miles, photo courtesy Bonnie McMillan Metz
reservations. We were
camped in many places,
going on a journey. Little
drove all over the islands
did we know where the journey would take us.
exploring, even on backroads, trekked the beaches for
hours collecting agates, went on a successful fishing
July 12 came, the day we said goodbye to our lovely
trip, and were privileged to visit the old villages. One
wee home and headed for the Comox ferry with our
day, while out getting to know the island better, we
little caravan. Miles was driving our truck with trailer
ventured into an art gallery. I decided to sign the guest
in tow, and I was bringing up the rear in the moving
book. The woman behind the counter was showing us
Continued on page 21...
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different pieces of jewelry when I decided to tell her we were hoping to move there. She said, “You cannot move
here. We do not have room for you.” Not realizing what I was doing, I started tapping the pen on the countertop in
her direction. My response to her was, “I was born here and if I want to move here, I will.” The room went silent as
others listened in. Then she simply smiled at me and replied, “You truly are a Haida woman.” The hustle and bustle
started again as everyone carried on with what they were doing. We purchased our gifts and said our goodbyes.
During our stay, we met many people, many beautiful human beings, some of whom we saw on a regular basis
during our four-week stay. They all actively tried to help us locate a home to buy and each of them asked, at every
visit, had I gotten the job? Sadly, one day I had to tell them I was not hired, which meant one day soon we must
depart my homeland. We had both come to love the islands we now call Haida Gwaii.
The morning of departure came, and it was a sad one; however, we both knew we would return, if not to live, then
to visit. The ferry ride was relaxing, but again long. The journey back to Vancouver Island was emotional, but a
different emotion this time. It was more sad than excited. “Oh well, we’ll go back”, we said.
September came. We got ourselves as settled-in as possible in the trailer in the campground. It was a much different
living situation than we were used to, but for a while it would do. We actively looked for places to buy on the
Island, but apparently the universe had much different plans for us.
Thanksgiving weekend came and we headed to qathet to join family for dinner. While on the ferry, with zero
intention of moving off-Island and just for something to do, Miles picked up the real estate paper. We found seats
and settled in for the ride. Next thing I knew, Miles showed me a cute wee house with a big shop on acreage close to
Lund. I had once said, “IF I were ever to move back, I want to live in Lund; it’s beautiful!” Next thing I knew,
arrangements had been made to view the property before even getting off the ferry. On Thursday morning we
looked at it, on Friday morning our offer was accepted, and one hour later I had a full-time job to start in two weeks.
We went back to the Island, quit our jobs, and packed up the rest of our belongings.
A new path on our journey together began. Crazy!
Never say never, they say, and I guess this is why. When I left Powell River so many years ago, I felt like a wild
animal let out of a cage and was only then able to learn about and get to know myself without expectations,
judgment, or interference of family and peers. For many years I said I would never come back, yet here I am with
my amazing and very talented husband. We have made the little house into a beautiful home and expanded the
gardens, and the once-mechanic shop has been transformed into a space for Miles to create with wood. Thank you
to all who have supported us and helped make Miles successful. We are happy here!

Red Seal Carpenter
Extensive local experience from
site preparation to finish.
Tools from scaffolding, crew boat,
1/4 yard concrete mixer,
timber planer & more.

NOW BOOKING FOR 2021

Core values:
Efficiency • Functional design • High quality work
Minimal material waste • Local tradesmen & employees
Clear communication

(604) 483-1480
lundcarpentry@gmail.com
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Open Tuesday to Saturday
11 am to 4 pm
Townsite Public Market
COVID measures in place
On-line shopping: eunoiastudio3.com
Facebook:eunoiafibrestudioandgallery

eunoiastudio3@gmail.com
604-578-8183

Lund Try-athlon, photos courtesy Brian Voth

Tech Tips
at the Lund Community Centre
1st Thursday of every month

November 4 & December 2
1:30-3:30

Masks required.
One to one support on a drop in basis.
Free help for tablets, computers and smartphones.
contact myfanwy@liftcommunityservices.org
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Lund Reads
Ev Pollen
Hello Lund book lovers!
TUCO, and the SCATTERSHOT WORLD, by Brian Brett is a broad, absorbing
memoir with a strong emphasis on birds, particularly Tuco, the pet parrot of the
author.
Tuco has opened a doorway for Brett into the lives of birds. Pushed by his
prodigious brain he has gone through that doorway, exploring a multitude of
paths into intelligence, linguistics, palaeontology, bird worship, and even
mythology. Like the best memoirs, his topic is told in the context of his own life,
which in itself is quite remarkable due to a syndrome he’s had since birth.
He has come up with a term for a universal trait he calls “othering”, an innate
dislike or dismissal of what isn’t like us. He has experienced othering due to his
ambiguous gender as a child. We see humans doing this every day as racism,
sexism, and ageism. If you’ve ever added a new chicken to the flock, you know
that chickens “other”. Yet most people are delighted by examples of overcoming
this impulse, as when a dog adopts a kitten, or a cat shelters some chicks. I like to
think of this delight as our instinct toward excellence.
Brett’s book emphatically does not advise anyone to adopt a parrot but does
regale the reader with hilarious anecdotes that show the character of Tuco, as when the bird laughs his pirate laugh
when he manages to poop on Brett’s shirt or trick the
family dog.
This wonderful book is part science, part travelogue,
and part meditation on what it is to be alive. It will keep
you turning pages and make you grateful to know Brian
Brett.

TOP 10 REASONS
TO WEAR A POLLEN SWEATER

1. No pop bottles were hurt making Pollen
Sweaters.
2. You’ll be helping sheep stay cool in summer.
3. The pure wool stays warm even when wet.
4. Non-itchy and soft enough to wear next to
sensitive skin.
5. Machine washable and dryer safe at low
temperatures.
6. We put the label on the inside where it belongs.
7. Designed to layer smoothly under or over other
garments.
8. No offshore sweatshops. Ours is here at home.
9. If it ever wears out, compost it.
10. Makes you 50 - 90% more handsome (results
may vary).
October – December 10 am – 4 pm
Tuesday – Sunday
(closed Mondays)

Training that springs from cooperation and trust.
Private instruction and group classes.

pollensweaters.com

604.483.4401 • 1-800-667-6603
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What Are You Going to Be When You Grow Up?
Kiran Hollmann Prichard

For most teenagers, including myself, around this time in life there are some questions that just about
everybody seems to be asking you. “What are you going to be when you grow up? What do you want to do
after high school? Are you going to university?” You get the idea… These are some important questions that
are especially pertinent at this time of life because you are starting to make decisions that will affect your
future.
An example of this is course selections. What you choose from grade 10-12 determines what programs you
can apply for at universities or what trades you get into if that is what you are interested in. However, I
believe that there is too much emphasis put on these decisions and it can make life very stressful for kids who
are still just figuring out who they are and what their passions are. Especially since we are living in one of the
fastest changing periods in human history.
I think that one of the keys to having a happy life is figuring out what you like to do at a young age and
trying lots of new things to help figure out what is really meaningful to you and what makes you happy. I
signed up for a photography course for my grade 11 year not really knowing what to expect. I have always
had an interest in photography and an appreciation for photos, but I didn’t really know anything about it.
Quickly I realized that this was something for me. It made me feel connected and it was a much-needed
contrast to the other things I enjoy doing. Taking photos helped me see a different perspective and really
helped me appreciate how beautiful our home is. Photography could well be something I want to pursue in
the future, and I wouldn’t have known that if I hadn’t gone for it and decided to try something new.
In addition to this, something I have to tell myself often is that I don’t have to have everything all figured out!
I think there is a lot of pressure put on high school kids to have a plan for their life, when really a large
portion of us doesn't even know what we want to do after high school. Along the same lines, there have been
studies saying that at the rate our technology is growing and developing, there will be jobs my generation
will have that we don’t even know exist yet. That is a really exciting prospect because we are now starting to
put technology to use in more positive ways, and to think about the developments my generation will see
over the course of the next few decades is fascinating.
Returning to the topic of education, when I was making selections for my grade 11 courses I scrolled through
some programs at different universities. I found some recently introduced programs that combine elements
of environmental science with technology, economy, and business. One that caught my eye was a course at
UBC called Forest Bioeconomy Sciences and Technology. This program is geared toward the exponential rise
that we are seeing in Canada of our bioeconomy. (Bioeconomy refers to the branch of the economy that
produces renewable biological resources, such as wood, plants, wood waste, and organic waste.) This is one
of many programs that I found that are geared towards a more sustainable future and I think that these new
programs are really interesting. I expect there will only be more of these innovative programs introduced in
the coming years.
These are the types of developments that give me a lot of hope for the future of our planet and for the
wellbeing of our society as a whole. All in all, I think that finding a passion is extremely important and that
having a plan for your future is good, but at this age you don’t need to have everything sorted out.
Furthermore, we are seeing increases in course offerings that promote a more environmentally friendly and
sustainable future, something that gives me a lot of hope for the generations to come.
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Some Great Plant and Forest Quotations
Trish Keays
“Plants are more courageous than almost all human beings: an orange tree would rather die than produce
lemons, whereas instead of dying the average person would rather be someone they are not.”
Mokokoma Mokhonoana
“The planting of a tree, especially one of the long-living hardwood trees, is a gift which you can make to
posterity at almost no cost and with almost no trouble, and if the tree takes root it will far outlive the visible
effect of any of your other actions, good or evil.”
George Orwell
“My fake plants died because I did not pretend to water them.”
Mitch Hedberg
“Trees and plants always look like the people they live with, somehow.”
Zora Neale Hurston
“It’s been proven by quite a few studies that plants are good for our psychological development. If you green an
area, the rate of crime goes down. Torture victims begin to recover when they spend time outside in a garden
with flowers. So, we need them, in some deep psychological sense, which I don’t suppose anybody really
understands yet.”
Jane Goodall
“Botanists have a tradition of never revealing the exact location of a rare plant. Contact between humans and
rare plants is generally risky for the plants.”
Richard Preston
“Anyone who has time for drama is not gardening enough.”
Anonymous
“Giving up your ego is the shortest way to unification with nature.”
Masanobu Fukuoka
“Gardens are a form of autobiography.”
Sydney Eddison
“What we are doing to the forests of the world is but a minor reflection of what we are doing to ourselves and to
one another.”
Mahatma Gandhi
“If you go to a desert, you will hear this mysterious voice: Be wise; protect your forests!”
Mehmet Murat Ildan
“A forest is not a wilderness but a community of souls who speak to one another on the wind.”
Anthony T. Hincks
Continued on page 26...
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“And into the forest I go, to lose my mind and find my soul.”
John Muir
“The career of a sage is of two kinds: He is either honoured by all in the world, like a flower waving its head, or
else he disappears into the silent forest.”
Lao Tzu
“Wilderness is not a luxury but a necessity of the human spirit.”
Edward Abbey
“So plant your own gardens and decorate your soul instead of waiting for someone to bring you flowers.”
Jorge Luis Borges
“We cannot change the past, but we can change our attitude toward it. Uproot guilt and plant forgiveness. Tear
out arrogance and seed humility. Exchange love for hate – thereby, making the present comfortable and the
future promising.”
Maya Angelou
“…no matter how complex or affluent, human societies are nothing but subsystems of the biosphere, the Earth’s
thin veneer of life, which is ultimately run by bacteria, fungi, and green plants.”
Vaclav Smil
“We began as mineral. We emerged into plant life, and into the animal state, and then into being human, and
always we have forgotten our former states, except in early spring when we slightly recall being green again.”
Rumi

Connie’s Raw Crackers
Always Vegan & Organic
Every bite is the best bite!
Find us at:

!"#$%&'#&'#()"#*+,"-.

Fair Weather Saturdays
10:00 - 12:00

/001#2#3445#2#6784#2#+79:05#2#;7/<=

Available year round at:

One Heart, One Mind, One Nation.
!"#$"%&"'"($")"$&*+#,"-".#%/0+#,
1234353423'5
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Sailboat Racing in Klah ah men
Monique Labusch
If you were down in the harbour last summer
on Sunday mornings around 9:30, you might
have enjoyed watching between two and
four sailboats moving like dancers back and
forth in front of Finn Bay. It was us - some
enthusiastic sailors sticking their nose in the
air and hoping for the best, a promising
breeze!
Sometimes lucky, sometimes not so much,
we race, start time 10 o’clock, towards and
around Major Rock or sometimes Dinner
Rock, wind depending. Low wind days are,
believe it or not, still fun! It’s challenging to
“make your own wind” and handle the sails
to keep going! Then making even one knot
can be thrilling! Unless you are looking to the
shoreline, when, after not gaining any
distance between harbour and the boat, you
realize that the tide is sooo strong you are
sailing backwards! Anyhow, it’s all fun! Just to be out in
nature on the water, no engine, watching sea live!

Monique Labusch - Painter

Crossing the finish line is not important and if you do,
who cares about the time! Watch us next summer, or
better yet, join in the fun!

Thank you for supporting local
businesses and for wearing a face mask
in busy spaces and inside public places!
Let’s keep a physical distance and a smile
on our faces, to keep each other safe!
THANKS FOR BEING KIND!
GET VACCINATED

Lund MARINE Ltd
Open Monday to Friday
Blake Rice & Drew Jewra

604.483.4612

lundauto@lundbc.com

• Campion Boats
• Mercruiser Stern Drive Sales & Service
• Mercury Outboards
• Boat Storage Available

Photos courtesy of Monique Labusch
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The Sorensens (Mark Retired!)
Editor’s Note: This story of the Sorensens has been long-awaited. Generations of family members have been a big influence in
Lund for decades. Because Mark retired, what follows is a compilation of info and acknowledgement from Mark’s employer as
well as some background info from his mom, herself something of a legend here.
From Laura Kempling of Ocean Pacific Marine Store & Boatyard:
I am writing to acknowledge the career of Mark Sorensen. I can’t even begin to estimate the number of vessels
Mark has repaired on this coast. Mark retired at the end of June, and he will be missed; he was a fixture in the
marine repair industry since the early ‘70s.
Mark’s father, Jens, owned and operated Lund Marine and
Mark spent his childhood emersed in marine repair. As a
teen, Mark began formally working for Jens as a Marine
Technician and completed his certification in Diesel Engine
Repair at Malaspina College in 1975. Upon the passing of
his father, Mark took the reins at Lund Marine. In the mid
‘80s, Mark’s family sold the business and soon after, he
began working for Lund Automotive and Outboard where
he spent more than a decade selling, diagnosing, repairing,
and installing engines. In 2001 Mark got a job offer as the
Mechanical Lead Hand at Philbrooks Boatyard in Victoria.
Mark, his wife Rosalie, and their daughter Kim, made the
move. Mark served for the next decade at Philbrooks, where
his humour and instinctive knowledge won him the respect
and confidence of staff and clients alike.

Photo courtesy Laura Kempling

From Vi Sorensen, Mark’s mom:

In 2011, fueled by the drive to advance his career and the
opportunity to be closer to family members, Mark took on
the role of Boatyard Manager at Ocean Pacific Marine Store
& Boatyard in Campbell River. Mark’s lifetime of
knowledge servicing vessels was critical to the growth of
the Ocean Pacific Boatyard and its team. In his final project
with Ocean Pacific, Mark took on the role of Technical
Authority, guiding the mechanical components for the
build of a new Pilot Vessel.

Peder Byriel Sorensen came to Lund from Denmark in 1923. He crossed Canada to Vancouver where he heard
there was employment by the Thulin Brothers, then “owners” of Lund, for work to take care of some cows. In
other words, to do some farming. He arrived by Union Steamship and got established before sending for his wife
and family.
His wife, Olga Cecilia, came with 9-year-old Jens and 6-year-old Lillian. On arrival, they were housed in what was
called ‘The Cannery’, a building further along from today's Boardwalk Restaurant. It was built on pilings over the
Lund Harbour and Olga recalls seeing the tide rise and fall through cracks in the floorboards. Mr. Sorensen, soon
known as Bill, or just P.B., earned an income at several jobs and soon accumulated $500.00 to buy “The Point”. His
main income came from fishing once he acquired a boat. The Sorensens became an integral part of the Lund
community for many years. Their son, Jens, grew up to become a businessman who owned and operated Lund
Machine Shop, later known as Lund Marine Ltd. Their daughter, Lily, became a teacher and her work took her to
the Powell River area.
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Sophia Ervington’s Passion for Peddling
Lucien Ervington
“Dad, I have ridden 6000 km so far this year!” exclaims my 16-year-old daughter, Sophia. Her goal is to ride and
compete at an international level. What started as weekend rides with me has turned into an all-encompassing
passion for my daughter. Sophia mountain bikes six to seven days a week and, when she is not riding, she is talking
biking, watching biking videos, or planning her future bike career. Sophia’s favorite thing to do on her mountain
bike is to go fast… downhill fast. Moreover, from all the riding she has done and good genetics, she has developed
great endurance.
Sophia has found a discipline in mountain biking called Enduro that blends both downhill speed and endurance
riding. Enduro mountain biking combines the physical endurance of cross-country mountain bike riding with the
excitement and technical difficulty of downhill mountain bike racing. She wanted to race the 2020 season but
couldn’t because of race cancellations due to COVID restrictions.
With the disappointment of missing last season, Sophia signed up for as many races as she could for the 2021
season. Fortunately, that extra year of practice and drive to excel has paid off. She has had a very successful start to
her racing career with top placements in her age category and competitive placements against expert level women.
In the Norco Canadian Enduro Series held at Panorama Resort in August, Sophia’s time was just seven seconds
behind the top placed professional woman. Sophia is winding down her first season of racing with her final race in
Whistler on October 17.
Lastly, we would like to thank everyone who has supported Sophia in pursuing her passion for riding mountain
bikes.

K O M PA S S I O N
FO

R KUPS

AT THE KROSSING

Do you know someone who
has had breast surgery,
breast cancer, mastectomy or
lumpectomy, ?
Kompassion for Kups
provides women with
personal support and
products to enhance
healing, and maintain
comfort and body image,
while undergoing cancer
treatments and onward
through survivorship.

October is breast cancer awareness month.
Early detection saves lives!
Get screening done!

Nanette Kapitan
K O M P A S S I O N
A T

T H E

F O R

K U P S

K R O S S I N G

mastectomy & surgical bras • breast forms
kompassion4kups@telus.net
K O M P A S S I O N 4 K U P S . C A

6 0 4 . 4 1 4 . 0 3 3 9
Photo courtesy Lucien Ervington
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Cement Gravel
Drain Rock
Driveway Gravel
Garden & Top soils
Mulches & Manures
Landscape boulders
Decorative rock
Slinger truck service

Come & pick up or delivery available – Free estimates

Registered Onsite Wastewater Practitioners
(ROWP)

• Maintenance - pump outs, repairs,
parts, new construction
• Complete land and grounds
work design, construction and
maintenance

Coffee’s on
Come by and check us out!

• Excavator - Backhoe - Heavy
equipment rentals and trucking
services

4951 Tomkinson Road
Powell River

Questions about your septic system?
Call for a free estimate

604.483.9666
604.483.1487 cell/text

604-483-9560

ecoterradevelopers@gmail.com

APJ Services
Andrew Johnson

HOUSEHOLD WASTE PICK UP SERVICE FOR
LUND AND AREA

As U Call We Haul Marine Group & Finn Bay Marine Group continue to
grow our transportation services throughout BC waterways, including
The Salish Sea, Desolation Sound and Discovery Islands, we welcome
a new all-encompassing operating name: Access Point Marine
Transportation.
Adding to the success of our Savary Island Ferry Water Taxi, starting
November 1st we will begin to offer regularly scheduled Water Taxi &
Cargo runs between Cortes Island and Finn Bay in Lund. Runs will
happen twice a day on Mondays and Fridays, and in high season, will
increase to several times a day. The trip is 30 minutes dock to dock;
adults $35, and seniors & children $30. We have secure valet parking
on-site at rates that can’t be beat. Please see the Cortes page of our
website for more information.
2021 has been a great year, and we want to thank all of our supporters
in and around Lund, Savary & Hernando Islands. We look forward to
continuing to serve the local community, as well as the visitors that
come every year.

$5 for up to 11 kg (25 lb)
Tuesdays: Wilde Road to Krompocker Road
Thursdays: Malaspina Road (as far as Coode
Peninsula) to Northside Fire Protection boundary on
Sarah Point Road
For garbage drop off in Lund, please call or text for
arrangements.
Call or Text 604-414-6097
• Three ton dump with one ton hydraulic arm
• Small Equipment Maintenance
• Welding and Fabricating
• Basic Maintenance
• Site Cleanup

Stay tuned to our website for new
and exciting developments in 2022

Just ask!
604.414.6097

www.savaryislandferry.com
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Creative Klah ah men/Lund
Monique Labusch
As we all know, there is a lot of creativity here in Klah ah men! In my next articles, I will bring you a bit closer to
these creative people by letting them tell you about their inspiration and life in this beautiful place.
Wendy Drummond is one of them. Here is the most interesting information I got from her!
After 35 years in the field of technology that took her around the world on the "bleeding edge" of the tech industry,
Wendy, of Three Stone Soup Fibre Studio, revels in her re-immersion in her first passion: working with fibre, heart,
and story.
Now, nestled into the firs and cedars of Lund
and overlooking the entrance to the Copeland
Islands, Wendy has only to travel 23 steps to her
studio to feed her creative passion.
Wendy describes herself as a “recovering
technologist" - a right brain/left brain/right
brain again - survivor! After having started her
career in fibre arts in the late ‘70s, life
determined for her a thirty-year stint in the field
of technology. She carried her passion in a
promise, and it has only been the last ten years
that she has
had the
opportunity
to return to
her first love.
She picked
Photo courtesy Chris Drummond
up the
threads of her
past creative endeavours, and she now incorporates her passion for textiles fibre, colour, and texture - with stories and experiences collected during her
absence from the fibre art world.
Inspired by a tactile, warm, and nurturing love of fibre, Wendy’s statement
pieces, clothing, and accessories are embedded in stories. Working with natural
and legacy fibres, each piece is expressive and unique and represents her
commitment to sustainable natural fibres and the promotion and advocacy of the
local fibre community.

Photo courtesy Wendy Drummond

Wendy works out of her Three Stone Soup Fibre Studio in Klah ah men/Lund, BC and has been instrumental in the
arts and advocacy of the slow fashion/slow clothes movement on the upper Sunshine Coast. She was one of the
organizers and contributing artists to the annual eCouture Fashion Show; project coordinator of Fibre Space; an
instructor, and host of a series of University Continuing Studies courses relating to building awareness about
fashion consumer choices. Recently, along with her two partners, she opened Eunoia Fibre Studio & Gallery, in the
Townsite Market.
And here’s the next creative talent: Debra Bevaart, artist and owner of Klah ah men’s Tug-guhm Gallery, talking a
bit about her life.
Continued on page 32...
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“Going into my 25th year in the village of Lund, I would like to take a moment to reflect on my life till now. ‘Funny
how things turn out’ is a thought that comes to mind. Never having had a plan for the life I have now achieved, the
words ‘truly grateful’ are the only ones to describe it.
“From moving to Powell River without ever
having been here, to starting my Gallery, it
seems life presented opportunities that led me
to where I am now.
“It's been a lot of years of learning and hard
work to run a Gallery, but perseverance has
paid off. The Gallery now supports sixty
artists, allowing them a venue to show and sell
their work inspired by where we all live. I'd
call that a success! Doubly so because I truly
love what I do. As a business owner, I love as
much to sell my own work as the work of my
artists. Phoning them with the news makes
their day and mine. My own special talent and
carving skill have made many follow my work
over the years, and I feel I'm lucky to have a
skill people will part with their hard-earned
dollars to own as a memento or a memory, a
piece of west coast life.

Photo courtesy Debra Bevaart

“People often tell me I must be living an artist’s dream
in my studio gallery with its magnificent view and being
able to earn a living from the passion of my craft. Well,
they’re right, I am. Thank you Lund.”
That’s it for this time!
Please stay tuned for the next Barnacle! I will try to bring
you more interesting stories about our creative Klah ah
men neighbourhood right here!

Debra Bevaart’s studio gallery is a showcase
for more than 40 local artists with Debra’s
stone sculptures brought to life on site

COME SEE US AT
THE LUND CHRISTMAS CRAFT FAIR
NOVEMBER 23rd
At the Italian Hall
10-4

Tug-Guhm Gallery & Studio open

10:00 am - 4:00 pm (Closed Tuesdays)
1436 101 Hwy, In the Historic Lund Hotel

www.lundsoapcompany.ca

604.413.0637 • aartcreations@shaw.ca

“A unique stop at the end of the road”
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Lund Kid Revisionist History
Tricky Treats

Anna Gustafson

As Lund Littles, my brother and I were lucky enough to be styled by a boundlessly imaginative and creatively
driven artist sister. Her medium of choice during that era was paper mâché.
During the Han dynasty, paper mâché was used by the Chinese to make warrior helmets. During the Lund dynasty,
it was used to make pumpkin heads that fit on the shoulders of small children wearing green leotards.
Trick-or-treating in the rain forest often meant damp costumes, but like the warriors who went before us, we were
robustly trained. If your pumpkin head got soft in the rain you knew not to touch it. It was to be treated like an
infant’s fontanelle. Tenderly. Until it formed fully by the bonfire after the rain.
Regardless of the standard trick-or-treat rule book: Only go in
well populated areas…Stay on the sidewalks…Only visit well-lit
homes…, Halloween in Lund happened. As a person reading this
Barnacle, you’re someone who has a sense of what we had to
work with. How long the driveways are. How darkly October
ends. There were always treats, but the trick was braving the
wilderness to get your hands on some.
When you become a woman of a certain age, somewhere around
ten years old, your Halloween costumes take on different
meaning. There can be an uncomfortable time in a parent’s life
when girls like me want to go from dressing as an adorable
pumpkin to a sexy cheerleader. Thanks to the proliferation of,
and access to, influencers, that is happening earlier and earlier
now. I had a sexy baby come to my door in the city looking for
chocolate this time last year. As a child of the ‘70s, I was heavily
influenced by cheerleaders of sports teams and Angels of
Charlies. Fundamentally, flippy hair and hot pants.
Within this swing to more adult expression, there existed a grey
area between dressing like vegetables and needing boobs as part
of an outfit. That uncertain time in pre-adolescence where you
struggled with your identity. When you’d get frustrated by
having to choose and just throw on your Brownie outfit. The nice
folks would ask, as a passive aggressive courtesy, “And what are
you dressed as little girl?” And they’d wait you out for a sheepish
answer. “I’m a Brownie”. It was a subtle way to teach us there
was always a price to be paid for free candy.

Photo courtesy Anna Gustafson

I’m no expert on child safety but sending one out into the dark night dressed all in brown, before the bears
hibernate, raises some red flags from where I sit now. None of us went missing but had we, I would hope the adults
had sense enough to check the caves before we started eating compost and pooping in the woods.
When I see a vanload of kids pile out onto my street with junior hockey masks on as their only disguise, saunter up
to my house by its well-lit path, silently ring the doorbell, and wait for their candy, I miss Lund. I miss bobbing for
apples in the hall and having to carry your pumpkin head around like Ichabod Crane while your hair dried. The
risk/reward considerations at the bottom of steep roads leading to houses on hills with lit pumpkins on their
porches.
Continued on page 34...
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What grounds me here is that my neighbour’s little guy has been dressed as Batman every day since school started
back up. No mask hesitation whatsoever.
What makes me smile is that my first-born nephew was born right around the time I was retiring all my pretend
Halloween identities. He is named Peter. After those magnificent pumpkin heads.
Anna Gustafson is a comedian, speaker, producer, writer, and forever Lund Kid now living in Toronto. Connect on twitter & Instagram
@goosegustafson.

Magical Dome

Great Balls of Wool
for all your woolly needs!

Forest Sanctuary Accommodation

4722 Marine Avenue

as seen in the “End of the Road”
documentary

For store hours
or to shop online visit:

5 minutes from Lund Harbour
Full Amenities • Secluded • Private

greatballsofwool.ca

604.483.9160
www.magicaldome.com

604.485.4859
Home of Original Designs & Patterns

Fall Hours:

Saturdays, Sundays & holidays: noon - 8pm
or by appointment
(Yes, we can open for you with 24 hours notice.)

Reservations or pick-up orders: 604-483-2201
Follow us on Facebook for special events

Licensed New Home Builder based in Lund
Renovations - specializing in 1900 to 1940 era homes
Project Design
Consulting
shuleycontracting.com
1-604-809-5140

Visit our website to purchase gift cards!
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Crossword #60 by C.Cressy
Edited by S. Dunlop

Answer Key for #59 Crossword

T
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Community Page
Birth Announcements
We missed this one last issue: The first baby of new-to-Lund parents Gillian and Chris Jennings, named Joseph
Elwood Jennings, was born on May 26, 2021, weighing 9 lbs. Welcome to Lund, all of you!
Lundie elder Rosie O’Neill has another great-grandchild! Adam Cline was born on October 17 to Jade and Gordon
Cline and big brother Trent. 6 lbs 4 oz

Sympathy and Condolences
Louis Meilleur – July 30, 1948 – September 14, 2021
We are saddened to announce the passing of Louis after a short battle with cancer. He died peacefully at home
surrounded by his family and friends. Louis was born and raised in Powell River to Frank and Helen Meilleur. He
was a brother to Jeanette, Suzanne, Melisse, and Roberta, and a brother-in-law to Pat Randall in England. After a
short time at university in Vancouver, he returned to Powell River where he met his wife and they built their life on
Craig Road. Louis will be remembered for his larger-than-life personality, booming voice, joyous laugh, and kind
heart. Louis was predeceased by his wife Linda Meilleur and survived by his son John (Tasha) Meilleur and
grandsons Cole and Parker, as well as his daughter Simone Meilleur and granddaughters Kiah and Stella. He will
be missed greatly by his girlfriend Martha McCartney, as well as friends on Craig Road, in Lund, and in the Powell
River area. In lieu of flowers, we encourage donations to the BC Cancer Agency. A celebration of life will be held at
a later date.
Theresa Fair – January 9, 1943 – September 16, 2021
It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of Theresa, a long-time resident of Lund. She was predeceased
by her husband, Skip, and daughter, Karen. Theresa was a sister to Gerri Kinrade and Nancy Amos and a loving
mother to Doug (Darlene), Sally (Mike), Laurie (Rick), Rick (Pinky), Kelly (Jin), and Skip. She was always a proud
grandmother, great-grandmother (Gigi) and auntie. She spent a beautiful final day filled with love, laughter, and
joy in her home surrounded by her family. She will be missed dearly by all of her family, especially by her favourite
grandchild (turns out, we were all her favourite).

Congratulations
Tristen Chernove won a silver medal in C1 track cycling at the Tokyo Para-Olympics in September. We’ll hear from Tris
in his own words in our next issue.
Sophia Ervington won an Enduro mountain biking race. See page 30 for her dad’s proud tale.
Mark Sorensen retired. See page 29 for that story.

Continued on page 38...
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Thinking of You
Healing thoughts and much love to all Lundies, wherever you are, who are struggling with wellness in any area of
life. Many of us are an aging population and our bodies are feeling the wear and tear of our wonderful lives. We’re
getting body parts replaced, treatments for this and that, and dealing with injuries due to falls. Please remember to
take good care of yourself and each other during these crazy times.
Or maybe you are a Lundie who is not so much a part of the aging population but is struggling to see any hope in
the future and developing a severe case of eco-anxiety. I think we’re all feeling that way at times. Big hugs all
around! I keep thinking that at some point, we’re going to be able to gather for Lund potlucks again and all those
things that enhance our fun and bond us together and nurture our souls. Soon?
The Goodwill Committee of the Lund Community Society exists to help create and bolster a sense of community in
Lund with the knowledge that people here care about each other. Please let a LCS member know if you have any
news you think should be acknowledged.
Among other things, this Committee is responsible for sending cards to people for congratulations or sympathy and
more. Thanks to volunteer Peg Campbell for looking after that these days. So far this year, she has sent about 35
cards. We also put together welcome packages of wonderful donations from some of our local businesses for
newbies to Lund. Margaret Leitner recently stepped up to look after this. Many thanks to Margaret and to the
generous businesses.

Northside Community Recreation Area Resident List
The Lund Community Society is creating a group email for all Area A residents who wish to learn about information and
events in our community. It will be called the Northside Community Recreation Area resident list. If you wish to be one of
those bcc’d on this list, send your contact info to lundcommunity@gmail.com.
Staying Connected With Food. It’s going to be a long winter with the Hotel closed and we have a number of foodies and
chefs among us, so if you’re interested in connecting with friends over dinner as a host or guest or cook/chef, or if you’d
like to join a supper club of some sort, then reach out to Johnny Hewson at (604) 318-3745, or
johnnywhistler@gmail.com. COVID safe and within the community. Thank you.

Finn Bay, Lund
202-4741 Marine Avenue • 604.485.2512

604.414.8003
design@skeenastreetstudio.ca

skeenastreetstudio.ca

B & Be Guest Stays
Women’s Personal Retreats
SOUL FIRE Coaching Sessions

Websites, logos,
business cards, ads,
brochures, signs,
packaging & layout

nicole narbonne

brochure design by
kathybowes.com
kathybowes.com

pollensweaters.com • 1.800.667.6604

kathybowes@remax.net
kathybowes@remax.net

604.483.1633
604.483.1633

Makes you 50% to 90% more handsome.
(results may vary)

Windows, siding, gutters & more

made in Lund, BC since 1986

Washable wool sweaters
604.483.9220

www.SunLund.ca

604.485.2324 • 1.877.485.2324
warren@warrenbehan.com • www.warrenbehan.com

Full Hookups • Showers • Laundry • Clean • Quiet

Warren Behan Personal Real Estate Corporation

RV Park & Cabins
In Lund

SunLund By-The-Sea
amy@heatherbooks.ca

Your Best Insurance
Is An Insurance Broker

(604) 485-2715
4510 JOYCE AVE

604-414-4336
amy@heatherbooks.ca

amy@heatherbooks.ca
amy@heatherbooks.ca

604-414-4336
604-414-4336
604-414-4336

problem
solved.
problemproblem
solved. solved.

MIKE CAMERON, caib
(POWELL RIVER) LTD.

UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE AGENCIES

problem solved.

full
cycle bookkeeping
full cycle
bookkeeping
business
development
clean
up projects
clean upclean
projects projects
businessup
development
businessbusiness
development
development

Bobbie-Jo Harris
Owner & Host

Serving the Sunshine Coast for over 30 Years
604-485-4133 • 4562 Willingdon Avenue

Custom Cabinetry

Powell River Woodworks

full cycle bookkeeping
clean
projects
full
cycleup
bookkeeping

Feel Valued. Be Rewarded.
dawnpowellriver.ca
604 483-8258

Sponsor

Proud Community
ARTISTS BY MEDIUM

Dawn Adaszynski

www.bandbehome.ca

STUDIO TOUR MAP

CERAMICS & POTTERY
#13 Artique • #14 Dancing Tree Gallery • #19 Townsite
Public Market • #23 Jan Lovewell & Ron Robb
#25 Tidal Art Centre

M A L AS P I N A A R T S O C I E T Y

JEWELLERY
#6 Susan Macpherson • #6 Teresa Harwood-Lynn
#9 Sonja Kobrehel • #13 Artique • #17 Katie McLean

B and Be Home
bandbehome

PAINTING, MIXED MEDIA & DRAWING
#1 Ursula Medley • #2 Lee Mackenzie • #4 Taylor Alsager
#8 Bente Hansen • #9 Sonja Kobrehel • #10 Megan Dulcie Dill
#12 Autumn Skye • #13 Artique • #14 Dancing Tree Gallery
#15 Luke Raffin • #16 Sabrina Upton • #17 Katie McLean
#17 Vi Isaac • #17 Janet Southcott • #18 Lorna Downie
#18 Joyce Furness • #19 Townsite Public Market
#19 Anna May Bennett • #20 Evelyn Kirkaldy
#22 Rochelle Nehring • #25 Tidal Art Centre

May you Be Home here.

PAPER ARTS, PRINTMAKING & BOOKS
#7 Gina Page
PHOTOGRAPHY
#13 Artique • #14 Dancing Tree Gallery
#22 Rochelle Nehring • #25 Tidal Art Centre
SCULPTURE & CARVING
#11 Carmen Gehring • #24 Debra Bevaart
#25 Tidal Art Centre
TEXTILE & FIBRE ARTS
#1 Ursula Medley • #5 Randi Obenauer • #13 Artique
#19 Eunoia Fibre Studio • #21 Wendy Van Riesen
#25 Tidal Art Centre

M A L AS P I N A A R T S O C I E T Y

Powell River, British Columbia

www.artpowellriver.ca

215 - 6975 Alberni Street

powellriverartscouncil.ca • artscouncilpr@gmail.com

The Art Centre

Public Art Gallery
215-6975 Alberni Street
theartcentrepr@gmail.com

YEAR ROUND STUDIOS BY APPOINTMENT
#1 Ursula Medley • #5 Randi Obenauer • #8 Bente Hansen
#9 Sonja Kobrehel • #15 Luke Raffin • #16 Sabrina Upton
#21 Wendy Van Riesen • #23 Jan Lovewell & Ron Robb

YEAR ROUND STUDIOS
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#10 Megan Dulcie Dill • #13 Artique • #14 Dancing Tree
Gallery • #19 Eunoia Fibre Studio • #19 Townsite Public
Market • #19 Anna May Bennett • #24 Debra Bevaart

2019
M A L AS P I N A A R T S O C I E T Y

Powell River Council
for Arts and Culture

October 18 - 20, 2019
Earls Cove to Gambier Island
Join friends and take a scenic
coastal tour of 165+ galleries,
artist studios and more.

sunshinecoastartcrawl.com

Saturday & Sunday

August 24 & 25
10 am - 5 pm
Presented by the Malaspina Art Society,
the qathet region Studio Tour is a free,
annual event that features local artists
and artisans in locations from Lang Bay
to Lund.
Visitors will be able to experience the
diversity and excellence of the art
community, along with the spectacular
natural beauty of the Powell River region.

powellriverstudiotour.com

Nicole Narbonne
Designer & Artist
604-414-8003

Lund Barnacle

Fall 2021

Ben Bouchard
Contracting Ltd.

CREATIVE ARTISTIC DESIGNS
Licensed Residential/Commercial Builder
Member of the Home Warranty Program
604-414-5583 bbc@twincomm.ca

CONCRETE

ACRCHITECTURAL

MOLDINGS • LANDSCAPE

PROPERTY AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND MORE

KITCHENS AND CABINETRY • MARINE/DIVE SERVICES

CUSTOM HOME DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATIONS

DESIGN

Photo courtesy Monique Labusch

Andtbaka Farm
Home of “The Farmer’s Gate” produce stand
2440 Highway 101 North

Don’t let the face coverings and isolation get you down
this fall! Here at The Farmer’s gate we are healthy and
happy!
We have the store stocked with fall
veggies, local honey, farm meats, Sassy
Mac’s ice cream, End of the Road
goodies, home baking, Cottage Creek
sourdough, Savary Island Sweets,
Marigold Lane relishes and condiments,
Juhlie’s Jellies (and jams) and many
other local talents, including a freezer of
farm treats for your pets.

2020 Gourmand International Drink
Book Winner

Come on in and scope us out. We’re sure

Available at

Hope to see you soon!
604 483 9890
www.facebook.com/andtbakafarm
pingfarm@hotmail.com
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Lund Barnacle

Fall 2021

Photos courtesy Brian Voth
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